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Most people have a certain image in mind when thinking about Victorian writers 
more generally…..





The word cloud shows answers by frequency. Clearly
some writers are more well-known than others, with the
Brontë sisters and George Eliot the most popular
answers.

Jane Austen and Mary Shelley are also popular writers in
our survey but actually wrote and published wholly or
predominantly outside the Victorian period. Dickens also
puts in an appearance!

The first question looks broadly at perceptions of the subject.



The results show a wonderful range of responses. The
influence of television period dramas can be seen in
references to dress/appearance. The impact of the curriculum
is evidenced by the presence of better-known writers that
many individuals may have studied at school.

But we also see very personal responses, respondents who
judged their own knowledge, respondents who engaged with
particular aspects of Victorian women’s writing or who felt that
these writers were brave on the one hand and boring on the
other!

In more detail:



Responses to the ‘other’ category include:
• Poetry 
• Letters 
• Probably all of the categories given
• Polemic economic works and critical ethnographies
• Translations
• Anything and everything
• Probably everything, just like now
• Essays, treatises
• Naughty ones, Victorians were a bit saucy weren't they?

Other

Magazine articles/short stories

Newspapers/journalism

Scientific and factual articles

Cookbooks/etiquette guides

Fiction/novels
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Fiction – novels and cookbooks/etiquette guides are the 
most popular choices here.

This question looks at perceptions of gender and genre.



Fifty or older

In their forties

In their thirties

In their twenties

In their teens or younger
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What factors may have influenced our respondents? Life
expectancy was known to be shorter in the nineteenth-century
but does this have an affect on the average age of women
writers? Did women typically pursue writing as a career from
childhood or was this a ‘fallback’ employment for financial gain
only and therefore later in their lives?
The consensus indicates our respondents mostly thought that
writers were in their thirties but quite a few opting for the
twenties too. Life clearly didn’t begin at 50 for women
writers….

This question looks at perceptions of age and professionalism, plus assumptions 
about the wider Victorian era.



• Voluptuous
• Bit careless about dressing
• Respectable, high collars, long 

hair
• Do not feel there is a ‘typical’ 

physical appearance but 
generally were educated and 
adhered to the social conventions 
of the time or tried to push the 
boundaries

Other

Fashionable/ostentatious

Modest/Demure

Dark (hair/skin)

Fair (hair/skin)

Large Build

Medium Build

Slim Build

Tall

Average Height

Short
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• Determined and strong
• Varied, like all writers
• Wearing a large hat!
• White middle class
• All/any of the above
• Not poor
• Dependent on type of writing
• Petite
• White
• Various but all white
• Corset and bum pads

Responses to ‘other’ category include:

This question looks at expectations of gender and possible aesthetic 
stereotypes.



Responses to ‘other’ category include:
• Varied
• No general difference
• Diverse 
• All the above
• A mix, like now
• Any of the above

None of our respondents suggested additional categories.
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Other

Cohabiting

Widowed

Married

Single

This question looks at perceptions of social and familial expectations and how these 
might have affected the professional woman.



This question refers to living children only, not births. This
question encourages respondents to think about the
motivations behind women’s writing and other responsibilities
which may have take up their time.
Interestingly, most of our respondents thought that women
writers were childless. This is perhaps based on the
respondents’ knowledge of the Brontës, who emerged earlier
in the survey as the most well-known female writers. Perhaps
this is merely a reflection of the demands placed upon a
professional woman in the period.
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Had four children or more

Had three children

Had two children

Had one child

Childless

Again, this question looks at perceptions of social and familial expectations and how 
these may affect the professional woman. It also brings into focus possible 

motivations for writing and their other responsibilities.
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Other

Poor and lower class

Comfortably-off and middle-class

Rich and Upper Class

Responses to ‘other’ category include:

• Upper-middle class but needed funds
• Middle class but not comfortably off (x4)
• All of the above again!
• Varying depending on style of writing
• Either poor/lower class or comfortable well off/middle class
• Rich and upper class or comfortably off middle class (both)
• Mixture

This question looks at motivations for writing and the correlation between the 
profession and social class.



Based on what our 100 respondents said, the 
average Victorian woman writer would have 
been:



But how does this compare with 
real Victorian women writers?



These categories are, of course, subjective and incorporate
many other sub-genres such as crime fiction, household
manuals, supernatural stories etc. From the initial genres
given on the survey to the general public, cookbooks/etiquette
guides did not feature sufficiently frequently to justify an
independent search term and hence categories here are
slightly different.
Data was collected for 69 authors. Each author was matched
with all applicable categories – the results are shown above.
Fiction – novels comes top of the analysis, with 24% of the
genre total, followed by short stories (17%) and poetry (14%).

Genre 

Plays

Travel Writing/Translation

Biography/Autobiography

Journalism

Politics/Philosophy/Essays

Poetry

Fiction - short stories

Fiction- novels
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To calculate the average age of the writers at the publication
of their best known work, their birth dates were first
ascertained. Best known works were adjudged by those still in
print or most continuously in print, those coming top in internet
searches and those stated as best known in ODNB or
Wikipedia entries. Birth dates were then subtracted from
publication dates. This is accurate to years, not months and in
the case of serialisation assumes date of first publication of
the first part.

Age

Mary Augusta Ward and Elizabeth Banks are the only two of our featured writers to have 
published their best-known works at 37 years old precisely.



‘Unmarried’ refers to women who have never been married, as
opposed to the more modern term ‘single’ which may include
women previously married but now divorced or separated.
Though women could not be legally separated in the period,
several women considered themselves to be separated from
their husbands or were legally separated in other countries
Cohabiting is more difficult to ascertain and may not necessarily
have implied a social or sexual status. However, as in the case of
Mary Braddon, who cohabited with John Maxwell (he was
married to a wife detained in an asylum from whom he could not
divorce), the choice to live together was an intentional status,
though they claimed to be married.

Marital Status

Widowed

Cohabiting

Separated

Married

Unmarried
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59% of our featured writers were childless at the time that
their best-known works were published.
There were a total of fifty living children at date of most-
successful publication across all sixty-nine of the writers
examined for this project.
Spare a thought for Alice Meynell and Florence Marryat, who
both had seven living children at the time that their best-
known works were published!

Dependants
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Four or more

Three

Two

One

None



This was the most difficult information to ascertain from all of the
categories considered in this project. Sources included newspapers,
journals, biographies and autobiographies but due to the vast number
of search terms (such as ‘hair’ or ‘stature’) searches could not be
exhaustive. Descriptions were often vague and always subjective. It
has not been possible to apply all terms to all women.
Certain generic terms, such as ‘brown hair’ encompass a vast range
of nuances, thus the term is given here as stated in the documents
consulted. The most popular terms are show above.
In addition, descriptions necessarily pinpoint a particular moment of
time. In the case of newspapers this is likely to be a period in which
the writer is famous but in the case of biographies or autobiographies
this may be any age and with the benefit of sentimental hindsight.

Physical Description - This section is designed to illuminate Victorian women writers beyond 
the black and white photographs most commonly seen.



Again, this category is very subjective and open to interpretation.
The original three distinctions, upper, middle and lower class
representing rich, average and poor respectively, proved impossible
to impose with real data because of the social and cultural
implications that underpin judgements of class and the shift in
perceptions across the period.
Assessments were based on the following basic criteria:
Upper Class - Rich, well-educated, aristocratic/no need to work
Upper Middle Class - Comfortably-off, parents in professional job 
and well-educated, schooled or privately tutored
Lower Middle-class - less well-off and may have fallen on hard-
times, parents educated, some schooling
Working Class - Need to work, limited education, labouring 
professions

Social class
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Working class

Lower middle-class

Upper middle-class

Upper-Class



Conclusion



Of course, Victorian women writers were as diverse 
and varied as any other group of people. This 

project has illustrated that there does not seem to 
be any particular stereotype associated with female 

writers from this period. These are not black & 
white women but colourful, engaging, complex 

women beset with many of the same concerns that 
we have today.

The project also highlights the many and varied 
modern-day reactions to Victorian women writers 
which suggest we, as modern readers, are every 

bit as multifarious as they were. Our reading habits 
may have changed but characteristics and 

expectations transcend generations. 





Images reproduced by kind permission of British Library, National Portrait 
Gallery, Victorian Web, Gale Cengage, WikiCommons, Wellcome Collection, 
Cornell University Library and Michael Armitage. 

Images are believed to be in the public domain or free from copyright 
restrictions. Please let us know if this is not the case. 
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